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The connectivity of embedded systems is increasing accompanied with thriving technology 

such as Internet of Things/Everything (IoT/E), Connected Cars, Smart Cities, Industry 4.0, 5G 

or Software-Defined Everything. Apart from the benefits of these trends, the continuous 

networking offers hackers a broad spectrum of attack vectors. The identification of attacks 

or unknown behavior through Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) has established itself as a 

conducive and mandatory mechanism apart from the protection by cryptographic schemes 

in a holistic security eco-system. In systems where resources are valuable goods and stand 

in contrast to the ever increasing amount of network traffic, sampling has become a use- 

ful utility in order to detect malicious activities on a manageable amount of data. In this 

work an algorithm – Uncoupled MAC – is presented which secures network communica- 

tion through a cryptographic scheme by uncoupled Message Authentication Codes (MAC) 

but as a side effect also provides IDS functionality producing alarms based on the violation 

of Uncoupled MAC values. Through a novel self-regulation extension, the algorithm adapts 

it’s sampling parameters based on the detection of malicious actions. The evaluation in a 

virtualized environment clearly shows that the detection rate increases over runtime for 

different attack scenarios. Those even cover scenarios in which intelligent attackers try to 

exploit the downsides of sampling. 

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

any areas such as automotive or industrial are pervaded by 
arious trends. Whereas these fields in the past have been 

solated and permeated by proprietary technology, recent de- 
elopments tend towards unified concepts and mechanisms 
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oosted by new technologies. Internet of Things (IoT) will fur- 
her accelerate this development and enables networking and 

ontrol of components across the existing network infrastruc- 
ure. Thereby also computer-aided systems are better inte- 
rated in the physical environment. Ubiquitous connectivity 
reates a complex network of things that includes vehicles,
ut also smart infrastructure, buildings and smart homes.
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Fig. 1 – Incident handling process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the rise and success of cryptocurrencies even a possi-
bility for micro- and nanopayments between machines was
created. The advent of such Distributed Ledger Technologies,
for instance IOTA, will further not only benefit the rapidly de-
veloping IoT industry ( Popov, 2017 ) but also connected mobil-
ity in which vehicles turn into digital platforms. For exam-
ple, with intelligent transportation systems taking advantage
of features and capabilities from Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) a bridge to IoT-enabled Smart Cars is built ( Srinivasan
et al., 2016 ). 

However, accompanied with these trends, the too fast de-
velopment, rapidly advancing technologies and pervasion of
multiple areas lead also to a broad range of security prob-
lems considering the incrementation of hacker abilities such
as the usage of cloud or distributed computing, quantum com-
putation, etc ( Vittor et al., 2017 ). The application of various
protocols and devices with different resource requirements
(bandwidth, computation) often accompanied in determinis-
tic timing environments by increasing traffic amounts makes
a holistic security solution difficult especially when outdated
legacy components are still participating in the network. What
is more, the preservation of computing resources, e.g. for IoT-
enabled devices, stands in conflict with the resource require-
ments of detection mechanisms when applied in high-volume
networks. 

A number of techniques have been designed for such en-
vironments protecting against and detecting attacks through
cryptographic mechanisms or Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) ( Studnia et al., 2014 ). The latter is an efficient pos-
sibility to detect malicious behavior even when cryptogra-
phy is broken ( Arrington et al., 2016 ). Nevertheless, for a
comprehensive security solution a defense-in-depth concept
must include cryptographic procedures as well as IDS com-
ponents ( Vittor et al., 2017 ). In addition, applied sampling
methods in security mechanisms need more attention. The
advent of pervasive computing will not only increase the
amount of data in cloud but also in embedded environments
such as for smart sensors in automobiles struggling with in-
creasing data traffic. Thus, sampling could be an efficient
countermeasure for devices having only limited processing
capabilities. 

In this work an uncoupled Message Authentication Code
(MAC) algorithm called Uncoupled MAC is extended to work
as an IDS generating alarms if the authenticity and integrity
of network communication get violated. This benefits espe-
cially resource-constrained environments where protection
goals must be guaranteed and cryptographic schemes are
necessary. With respect to the lightweight and resource-
aware security concept of Heigl et al. (2019) , Uncoupled MAC
even provides simple IDS capability on a resource-aware
cryptographic layer. No additional complex IDS, providing e.g.
behavioral-based detection by machine learning algorithms,
must be applied if they are not feasible due to energy limi-
tations and static communication ( Cayirci and Rong, 2009 ).
However, Uncoupled MAC is not a replacement for a sophis-
ticated and powerful IDS solution. While only monitoring a
predefined ratio of sampled packets, a decent overhead on
computational resources as well as network traffic can be
preserved. By introducing a self-regulation extension, the Un-
coupled MAC parameters defining its’ sampling mechanism
can be automatically adjusted in a dynamic manner according
to the detection of Uncoupled MAC violations. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 pro-
vides an overview on incident detection mechanisms ranging
from classical IDSs to the exploitation of the nature of crypto-
graphic mechanisms in order to detect security-relevant inci-
dents. Furthermore sampling systems are presented including
Uncoupled MAC. Improvements and extensions of the origi-
nal Uncoupled MAC algorithm are presented in Section 3 . The
novel self-regulating sampling approach based on the detec-
tion of Uncoupled MAC violations is described in Section 4 .
In Section 5 details on the implementation and evaluation
environment are presented, attack scenarios described and
evaluation metrics provided. Results of several measurements
mainly showing the advantage of the self-regulation com-
pared to the non-self-regulated version of Uncoupled MAC by
also discussing the trade-off between detection capability and
resource utilization are given in Section 6 . A short conclusion
and a glance at the future work of the ongoing research work
is finalizing the article in Section 7 . 

2. Incident detection mechanisms 

Incident detection is part of an incident handling process
in which malicious behavior for instance in networks can
be detected, analyzed and appropriate reaction mechanisms
can be planned and executed. In Fig. 1 the process with in-
volved components is shown. After detecting anomalous or
intrusive behavior through the Incident Detection module, the
resulting alarms will be logged or visualized within the In-
cident Post-Processing module and analyzed for a later reac-
tion by the Incident Response module in the Incident Analy-
sis/Control module. Incident analysis techniques for instance
could comprise performing correlation or similarity functions
on raised alerts. Based on the intelligence of this module, a
proper reaction to the detected intrusion or anomaly can be
planned and executed. Such a reaction could include recon-
figuring the network through Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) techniques, generating new configurations for firewalls,
creating new misuse-based IDS rules or adapting the parame-
ters for other incident detection mechanisms. Apart from the
mentioned functions of the Incident Post-Processing module, it
can further be used for monitoring other incident handling
components. 

To defend against various types of cyber attacks, there
are two main streams of security solutions: cryptographic
schemes and intrusion detection. Although state-of-the-art
IDSs are capable of detecting some basic attacks such as
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abrication attack and suspension attack, they fail to detect 
ore sophisticated ones such as the masquerade attack ( Cho 

nd Shin, 2016 ). The following described IDSs together with 

ryptographic mechanisms for network protection are inte- 
ral parts in modern IT security eco-systems and serve as a 
undamental basis for the detection of security incidents. 

.1. Classical IDS for incident detection 

DSs are used to monitor, detect and analyze events that are 
onsidered as violation to the security policies of a networked 

nvironment ( Scarfone and Mell, 2007 ). They can detect ma- 
icious activities or policy violations by monitoring the net- 
ork traffic or system activity ( Caswell et al., 2007 ). An IDS is
ormally a stand-by device or third-party software which will 
ot inquire many changes to the current system. It is suitable 

or resource-constrained or inherited systems to protect their 
etwork security ( Yulong et al., 2017 ). 

There are three main architectures that IDSs can be di- 
ided into: Host-based IDSs (HIDS), Application-based IDSs 
AIDS) and Network-based IDSs (NIDS). The former exists of 
n agent which recognizes intrusions on a host/machine by 
nalyzing internal operations for instance system calls or il- 
egitimate resource utilization. An example of a distributed 

enial-of-service attack detection in cloud computing by ap- 
lying a HIDS is presented in Jaber et al. (2018) . An AIDS is pre-
ented in Mahbod (2011) which collects, analyzes and detects 
ntrusion from application-specific data from a single applica- 
ion, e.g. a webserver log-file. These architectures have not re- 
eived much attention in recent years since they have signifi- 
ant drawbacks compared to NIDS ( Fallstrand and Lindstroem,
015 ). 

Network-based systems can be placed at dedicated points 
ithin a network (firewall, router, network host) and detect 
alicious activities based on network data. The following de- 

ection methods can be applied regardless of the architecture 
IDS, AIDS or NIDS. The techniques of these methods can 

e based for instance on statistics, specifications or machine 
earning approaches. 

.1.1. Misuse-based IDS 
his method, also called Signature- or Knowledge-based, is 
ased on a set of rules or patterns which are either pre- 
onfigured by the system or manually by an administrator.
hese signatures describe network attacks and trigger alerts if 

hey detect those. However, this approach does not contribute 
uch in terms of zero-day attack detection. The main draw- 

ack is how to build permanent signatures that have all the 
ossible variations and non-intrusive activities in network en- 
ironments ( Ashfaq et al., 2017 ). 

.1.2. Anomaly-based IDS 
his method collects data containing examples of normal be- 
avior and builds a model of familiarity, therefore, any action 

hat deviates from the model is considered suspicious and is 
lassified as an intrusion ( Kruegel et al., 2005 ). Anomaly-based 

ystems are able to detect zero-day intrusions but suffer from 

 higher possibility for false negative and false positive alarms.
To overcome the drawbacks and exploit the advantages of 
oth methods (misuse- and anomaly-based), hybrid systems 
re proposed, e.g. in Taylor (2017) . 

.1.3. Adaptive IDS 
he term adaptive for IDS in the context of this work describes 

echniques of sampling and self-regulation. To cope with the 
ncreasing amount of traffic within networks while reducing 
arge memory and CPU processing requirements, sampling 
urned out to be a promising scalable data aggregation tech- 
ology for IDSs since the processing capacity of such systems 
re typically much smaller than the amount of data to be in- 
pected. Because sampled traffic is an incomplete approxima- 
ion of the actual one, multiple mechanisms for sampling data 
xist. 

Sampling: In Androulidakis and Papavassiliou (2008) a dif- 
erence between packet- and flow-based sampling, crucial 
or the working of NIDS, together with deterministic and 

on-deterministic methods is made. Packet-based sampling 
s simple to implement with low CPU power and memory 
equirements but is inaccurate for inference of flow statis- 
ics like size distribution of the original flows. In contrast,
ow-based sampling overcomes the limitations of packet- 
ased sampling but suffers from prohibitive memory and CPU 

ower requirements and is still too complex to implement 
 Mai et al., 2006 ). The flow-size based sampling technique 
n Androulidakis and Papavassiliou (2008) assumes that net- 
ork attacks usually use small flows as traffic source. With 

he proposed selective sampling strategy such flows are sam- 
led with a constant probability. Other related work evalu- 
ted that packet sampling has a negative impact on the ef- 
ciency of anomaly-based IDSs increasing the false positives 
ut performs best when using a random flow sampling strat- 
gy. However, it is possible to maintain a high level of se- 
urity while selectively inspecting packets with a minimal 
mount of processing overhead. An analytic and statistical 
odel for the process of network intrusions has been intro- 

uced in Bakhoum (2011) supporting the experimental results 
f Androulidakis and Papavassiliou (2008) demonstrating that 

t is sufficient to inspect only a small number of sampled pack- 
ts. In Ha et al. (2016) a packet- and time-driven traffic sam- 
ling strategy for an IDS in a SDN is proposed that fully utilizes
he inspection capability of malicious traffic, while maintain- 
ng the total aggregate volume of the sampled traffic below the 
nspection processing capacity of the IDS. The packet-driven 

pproach inspects a packet every 1/ x packets for a sampling 
ate x and the time-driven inspects all the packets within a 
ime window of sampling rate x each sampling interval. The 
ime-driven mechanism has the advantage of detecting state- 
ul attacks because it captures all the packets for a certain time 
uration. However, if packets are mainly sent event-triggered,
he time-driven approach is not feasible since there could be 
hases of sampling in which no packets are inspected. This 
ould easily happen in networks with high fluctuations of the 
andwidth. If an intruder is able to compromise the IDS or 
ight know the sampling rate, he could exploit this knowl- 

dge by performing malicious activities outside the sampling 
nterval. By increasing a sampled injection of malicious pack- 
ts, he could also extract the sampling rate information by 
bserving the reaction of the IDS in a trial and error fashion.
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Thus, a combination of a packet- and time-driven mechanism
could mitigate such problems by applying a random chosen
sampling interval within fixed boundaries. 

Self-regulation: Self-regulating sampling mechanisms have
been presented in Jurga and Hulboj (2007) , for instance a
method managing the processor usage in a network device
through adaptive sampling in network security applications.
The authors state that a wide range of common network
anomalies only require a single sample in order to provide
100% accuracy of detection but there are also other network
anomalies which cannot be detected with a single sample.
An example is an anomaly which misuses a protocol for pur-
poses which were not meant for it. This requires more ad-
vanced techniques than a simple signature check. Crypto-
graphic mechanisms could be used to overcome such limi-
tations. In Xu et al. (2005) an adaptive packet-level sampling
method on different traffic fluctuations and burst scales has
been introduced. The method can dynamically adjust each
packet sampling probability depending on the magnitude of
traffic fluctuation. This approach achieves higher accuracy
in contrast to random sampling methods. Another adaptive
sampling method for anomaly detection algorithms has been
presented in Bartos et al. (2011) . The adaptive sampling de-
scribed is a promising general sampling technique that pre-
serves well the traffic feature distributions and at the same
time is able to improve the detection capabilities of the sys-
tem. A hybrid sampling algorithm combining both flow statis-
tics and feedback to intelligently choose the packets to sam-
ple is presented in Xia et al. (2016) in order to achieve self-
regulation. The sampling rate is determined by the current
workload in the cloud, and thus minimizing the effects to
normal workload. By the CIDS framework defined, an off-the-
shelf IDS can be utilized in a cloud environment by reduc-
ing and balancing the data collection (packet capturing, fil-
tering, sampling rate) and computation workload dynamically
according to the resource utilizations in the cloud. Another
example of adaptive sampling systems is the work presented
in He et al. (2017) that aims to effectively reduce the volume
of traffic that Peer-to-Peer (P2P) botnet detectors need to pro-
cess while not degrading their detection accuracy. The system
first identifies a small number of potential P2P in high-speed
networks for botnet detection. In a 2-step approach first a sus-
picious host identification is performed by roughly sampling
the traffic in order to detect potential P2P bots quickly. Second
an in-depth analysis with more fine-grained detectors achieve
an accurate detection on the identified hosts. 

Applying sampling techniques in conjunction with a self-
regulating IDS helps to reduce the measurement overhead
for an IDS in terms of CPU, memory or bandwidth enabling
the application of a partial IDS in future connected embed-
ded systems. Similar to the concept of partial networking, the
IDS components regulate their activeness such that in times
of higher detection of malicious actions within the network
more packets will be sampled leading to a higher resource
consumption. On the other hand, in times of less or no detec-
tion, the IDS components lower their sampling or might even
partially turn off completely. Furthermore, by using adaptive
techniques that regulate, for instance, IDS relevant parame-
ters or the sampling rate, the security level of a system can be
adjusted by preserving a controllable overhead on resources. 
2.2. Cryptographic mechanisms for incident detection 

In contrast to the classical IDS based on e.g. statistical tech-
niques, the following mechanisms are based on cryptographic
schemes that can be exploited for alert generation and thus
provide incident detection capability. Apart from the function-
ality of cryptographic protection, alerts can be raised if charac-
teristics of the mechanisms fail, e.g. drifting sequence coun-
ters, incorrect decryption of messages or mismatching hash
digests. 

2.2.1. Encryption schemes 
To the best of the authors knowledge no work could be
found during the writing of this article combining encryption
schemes with IDS functionality and sampling. However, one
can distinguish between two types of secure data: full encryp-
tion and selective encryption. Full encryption means that all
transmitted data is secured by cryptographic methods. These
include the classic encryption protocols on Ethernet such as
MACsec, IPsec, TLS or SSH. Similar to the sampling for IDSs,
selective encryption mechanisms could be found mainly tar-
geted to secure the data transfer over Ethernet on several com-
munication layers. 

MACsec, for instance, provides hop-by-hop security for
layer-2 of Ethernet and is compatible with most of the
Ethernet-based protocols. The data transmission is secured
with GCM-AES. Within the MACsec frame format a Security
Tag as an extension of the EtherType is defined that contains
information about the association number within the chan-
nel, a packet number for replay protection and to provide a
unique initialization vector for encryption and authentication
algorithms which helps the receiver to identify the decryption
key. The Integrity Check Value (ICV) generated by the GCM-AES
following the payload guarantees that the packet was created
by a node possessing the correct key. In the case of mismatch-
ing ICVs the frame gets dropped. This circumstance, failures
in decryption or mismatching packet numbers could be ex-
ploited to trigger alerts. The same applies to other encryption
protocols, for instance when HMACs in IPsec do not match.
However, since each device on a transfer route needs an im-
plementation of the MACsec standard including special PHYs
on all physical interfaces, MACsec is not very common and
there are not many devices on the market. All components
on a data path which have to be secured need certificates or
mechanisms for pre-shared keys. Other protocols, according
to Shankar and Murthy (2015) , such as IPsec or TLS are very
complex, suffer from context specific attacks, do not provide
layer-2 security, or suffer from the lack of interoperability be-
tween their different versions. 

In the context of selective encryption on the one side, the
encryption of certain portions of a message is understood
reducing the overhead spent on the encryption/decryption
process. On the other side, selective encryption indicates
that a sufficient number of messages is encrypted providing
the necessary confidentiality for message transmission. This
technique is mainly applied in resource-aware environments
such as WSN or Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. Two methods
are proposed in Kushwaha et al. (2016) , alongside with a
comprehensive literature survey, for the selection of message
encryption. The first approach encrypts all messages and
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Fig. 2 – Network scenario of the proposed concept ( Heigl 
et al., 2016a ). 
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he second is based on the toss-a-coin approach in which 

pproximately a half of the data get encrypted. The selective 
pproach, however, leaves nearly a 50% chance for an ad- 
ersary open to inject or manipulate packets which get not 
ncrypted. The main application for selective encryption is in 

he field of image and video streaming and was not defined 

or the utilization on event-triggered messages. Further, the 
pplication in legacy-systems with legacy protocols is difficult 
ince the encryption and decryption process retrofitted in 

hese systems adds a significant delay to the original data 
ransmission which makes it hardly applicable for real-time 
ritical protocols. Beyond that, failing encryption or decryp- 
ion could lead to a severe financial damage for instance in 

ndustrial control applications since packets are not guaran- 
eed to be delivered in their deterministic time window. Since 
onfidentiality in embedded environments is often of a minor 
riority, encryption/decryption schemes could be neglected 

 Doerr et al., 2017 ). Hence, authentication processes might be 
ufficient for the most of the cases. 

.2.2. Message authentication codes 
elective authentication is similar to selective encryption.
owever, to the best of the authors knowledge no compara- 
le work could be found proposing selective authentication for 
etwork packet security. Unlike the full authentication, selec- 

ive authentication only helps to identify whether or not data 
s still useful after being modified. A selective authentication 

pproach presented in Ren et al. (2014) is based on semi-fragile 
atermarks for vector geographical data. 

Apart from the consideration of detection and protec- 
ion methods separately, the authors of Liu et al. (2009) and 

oudguiga et al. (2016) combine the two classes for network 
ecurity. In Liu et al. (2009) a framework is proposed in which 

 multimodal biometrics or HMAC scheme is used for contin- 
ous authentication. Intrusion detection is modeled as sen- 
ors to detect the system’s security state in order to protect 
igh security mobile ad hoc networks. Intrusion detection in 

iu et al. (2009) is modeled as noisy sensors that can detect 
he system’s security state (safe or compromised). Apart from 

thernet-based networks the approach of combining intru- 
ion detection with a protection method is even proposed for 
he automotive CAN-bus. In Boudguiga et al. (2016) a simple 
ntrusion detection method for detecting malicious frames is 
resented. The basis for this approach is that each electronic 
ontrol unit is legitimately equipped with a hardware security 
odule. By applying a certain type of MAC (HMAC, AES-CMAC,

..) and a counter within the proposed Domain_Activation and 

omain_Violation frames, Denial of Service, replay and imper- 
onation attacks can be detected and the driver notified about 
he risks. 

.2.3. Uncoupled MAC 

ncoupled MAC was originally described in Heigl et al.
2016b) for securing network communication between legacy 
evices communicating with protocols which do not provide 
ny security mechanisms. According to Bremler-Barr and Levy 
2005) and Akamai (2014) many protocols in the TCP/IP stack 
o not provide mechanisms to authenticate the source or 
estination of a network traffic packet enabling to spoof the 
ource address which is used in many attacks. By introduc- 
ng dedicated embedded plug-in devices which are located in- 
erconnected to the legacy devices, authenticity and integrity 
f data communication can be provided by a MAC uncoupled 

rom the original message. 
Thus, for instance with respect to Fig. 2 , if legacy device 

 is sending messages to B ( m A → B ), the embedded plug-in 

evices D A and D B are transparently forwarding the original 
essage but decapsulated from the original message D A and 

 B are generating a MAC ( MAC ( m A → B )). D B is storing its gen-
rated MAC and waiting to verify it with the MAC generated 

y D A sent over a secure communication channel. If the MACs 
re identical, data is accepted; otherwise, data is tampered.
he overlay communication channel does not influence or 
elay the original traffic and, thus, prevents failures for in- 
tance through the MAC generation. Furthermore, in Heigl 
t al. (2016b) , the proposed security concepts (authenticated 

oot, direct attestation, key establishment) and the internal 
rchitecture for MAC generation and verification have been 

escribed for the embedded plug-in devices. 
A more comprehensive approach of Uncoupled MAC was 

escribed in Heigl et al. (2016a) . By introducing a further em- 
edded surveillance device D X ( Fig. 2 ) it is possible to securely
ring new embedded plug-in devices into the network within 

he so called Setup Phase such that they can participate in the 
AC generation and verification process. Within the Runtime 

hase, D X is used for aggregating info, warning and error mes- 
ages produced by the embedded plug-in devices. A further 
ignificant characteristic of Uncoupled MAC is the separation 

f the Runtime Phase into a MAC Phase and an Idle Phase with a
andom duration such that an adversary is not able to exploit 
he algorithm. By only generating and verifying MACs within 

he MAC Phase, embedded plug-in devices only use a certain 

mount of bandwidth in order to have a low and determinis- 
ic impact on the original traffic (probe effect). By the prede- 
ned boundaries for the random chosen number of packets n ,
efining the MAC Phase and the duration of the Idle Phase α, a
easonable degree of security and additional overhead can be 
djusted. A combination of a packet- and time-driven mech- 
nism mitigates the problems of other systems described in 

he above sections in which n packets are sampled in each 
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Fig. 3 – Combination of methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

time-driven interval α by applying randomly chosen values
within fixed boundaries. This combination allows the protec-
tion of event- and time-triggered communication. 

Further, in Heigl et al. (2016a) the extension of the MAC
packets with a sequence counter and a timestamp was intro-
duced guaranteeing the freshness and order of packets pre-
venting replay attacks. Uncoupled MAC violations against the
mentioned extensions are stored as anomaly logs within each
individual embedded plug-in device and sent to the surveil-
lance device. Besides a theoretical safety and security assess-
ment, the concept of a complementary applied IDS within the
Control & Management module is described. Thus, the combina-
tion of a protection- and detection-based technique was orig-
inally considered. 

In Doerr et al. (2017) an assessment simulation model for a
simple scenario including Uncoupled MAC is proposed. With
the model, one is able to simulate bandwidth utilization and
Uncoupled MAC overhead as well as detection rates by exam-
ining different values for n and α for a scenario in which an
adversary is randomly injecting packets. 

Compared to the approaches from the sections above, Un-
coupled MAC has the following advantages and drawbacks. 

Advantages: 

• Plug-and-play capability for legacy devices in form of em-
bedded plug-in devices. 

• Integration in networked devices ensured by the concept. 
• Retrofitted cryptographic protection for protocols without

security mechanisms. 
• No influence on underlying communication (e.g. real-time

aspect will be preserved). 
• Applicability to event- and time-triggered communication

by the combination of a packet- and time-driven mecha-
nism. 

• Functioning in communication intense systems by sam-
pling (e.g. in switches or cloud platforms). 

• Adjustable security level and additional overhead by
adapting Uncoupled MAC parameters (e.g. in bandwidth-
critical systems). 

• Combination of a MAC algorithm with an IDS functionality
mitigates the lack of data integrity and data origin authen-
ticity as with an IDS alone. 

Disadvantages: 

• Overhead on resources such as CPU, memory and band-
width (but adjustable). 

• 100% detection rate cannot be achieved due to sampling. 

For a holistic security eco-system, a hybrid system existing
of the methods shown in Fig. 3 is recommended. However, the
main focus of this work is towards the resource conservation
and protection methods. The detection by utilizing an IDS has
already been proposed in Heigl et al. (2016a) . More of interest is
the interaction of the protection by Uncoupled MAC together
with a self-regulating sampling method and the generation
of alerts. On top of that a typical (more powerful) misuse- or
anomaly-based IDS could be employed that is taking the sam-
pled traffic as an input for in-depth intrusion detection. An
alert analysis technique such as proposed in Salah et al. (2013) ,
on top of the resulting alerts from the protection and detec-
tion method, could be used to find a consensus and to initi-
ate further reaction mechanisms, e.g. the reconfiguration or
isolation of a network segment through SDN. The proper con-
sensus finding might be beneficial in safety critical environ-
ments since it can be used to reduce for instance false posi-
tives. Uncoupled MAC allows to filter and sample for a certain
protocol on a specific communication flow in parallel for mul-
tiple instances. Through the verification of n packets within a
MAC Phase, not only packet- but also flow-based features for
a downstream applied IDS can be derived. 

3. Uncoupled MAC algorithm improvements 

In this section improvements compared to the Uncoupled
MAC algorithm proposed in Doerr et al. (2017) and Heigl et al.
(2016a,b) are provided. Some of them are needed to enable
an IDS functionality of the Uncoupled MAC algorithm and
therefore facilitate the interaction with a typical IDS. Other
improvements benefit the algorithm for the conservation
of resources, with a specifiable level of security, or makes it
applicable in a broader sphere and more effective. 

3.1. Master/slave negotiation 

One change of the algorithm compared to the original design,
proposed in Heigl et al. (2016a) , is the negotiation between
two communicating Uncoupled MAC partners devices to gen-
erate or verify MACs. Instead of a more complex negotiation
between the securely communicating parties, the Uncoupled
MAC partner that originally initiated their communication
becomes the master and the other one becomes the slave.
The direction of the data arriving first at one partner dictates
which partner is set to master. 

Rather than negotiating between master and slave which
device starts with the generation/verification also defining the
duration of the Idle Phase and how many packets will be ex-
amined during the MAC Phase, only the master is specify-
ing this information and is communicating this to the slave.
This significantly increases the performance of the algorithm
since the overhead of the negotiation is prevented but the
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Fig. 4 – Integration of Uncoupled MAC operation in 

networked devices. 
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Fig. 5 – Timing diagram for a synchronized start of a MAC 
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ecurity aspect of randomly computing the parameters is still 
uaranteed. 

.2. Integration in networked devices 

 major improvement compared to the originally intended 

se of Uncoupled MAC working on dedicated embedded plug- 
n devices is the integration in networked devices. In this 

ode Uncoupled MAC can also run on one interface such as 
th 0 as shown in Fig. 4 enabling the application of the algo- 
ithm as a piece of software running on end devices or net- 
orking elements such as switches. This enables complete 
ew fields of application for instance the utilization of Uncou- 
led MAC on ECUs or domain controllers in the automotive 
etwork domain. 

In this mode of operation, a master and slave have to be 
efined at program start. The designated master device initi- 
tes the secure communication channel needed to pass status 
nformation and generation packets between the Uncoupled 

AC partners. Instead of two hardware interfaces, only one 
nterface is required and the internal ring-buffers for packet 
apturing are modified in a way that one captures only in- 
oming traffic, while the other captures only outgoing traffic 
 Fig. 4 ). The separation is necessary in order to fulfill the same
unctionality of the architecture of embedded plug-in devices 
hown in Heigl et al. (2016a,b) that obviate the bridge interface 
r 0. 

.3. Synchronization of MAC Phase start 

 bottleneck of the decapsulation of MAC and message as with 

ncoupled MAC is the start of the MAC Phases when making 
se of the proposed sampling technique (MAC Phase and Idle 
hase). Similar to the so called Two Generals Problem , whose im- 
ossibility proof was first published in Akkoyunlu et al. (1975) ,
he problem exists when two communicating Uncoupled MAC 

artners should start their MAC Phase. However, in the case 
f Uncoupled MAC different premises can be made by hav- 

ng a secure channel built by a certificate-based key establish- 
ent and an underlying time synchronization. By using a time 

ynchronization protocol such as the Precision Time Protocol 
PTP) to synchronize the master and slave, it is possible to fa- 
ilitate accurate timestamps that can be used to synchronize 
he start of the MAC Phase for both participants. This syn- 
hronicity is crucial for guaranteeing a stable operation of the 
lgorithm and minimizes the chance of packets being missed 

y one partner. Therefore, after the Idle Phase with a random 
uration α, a timestamp t 0 is taken by the master at the be-
inning of the Runtime Phase, to which an offset value t off is 
dded. The value t off is at least a half of the Round Trip Time
RTT) between the master and slave ( 1 2 × RT T ) and should be
s small as possible, leaving only a minimal time window for 
n attacker to take advantage of. The resulting time value t 1 
 t 0 + t o f f ) marks the start of the MAC Phase for both partici-
ants and is added to the regulation packet that is sent to the
lave, thus allowing both partners to start the MAC Phase at 
he same time. The timing diagram in Fig. 5 depicts the tim- 
ng synchronization mechanism. 

.4. Static communication mode 

epending on the network to secure, the embedded surveil- 
ance device presented in Heigl et al. (2016a) may be omit- 
ed reducing the communication overhead towards each indi- 
idual Uncoupled MAC partner. Especially in static networks,
n which the number of Uncoupled MAC entities, commu- 
icating end-devices and thus the IP-addresses are defined,

he static communication mode significantly speeds up the 
erformance. 

.5. IDMEF extension 

he Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF),
n XML-based language, was specified as a RFC document to 
tandardize the interfaces between intrusion detection, re- 
ponse and management components. Over the last decade 
everal public and proprietary system-level standardization 

nitiatives arose but they all ended in criticism, yielded weak 
doption or have even been withdrawn as stated in Lupu et al.
2016) pursuing a standardized format. IDMEF has the advan- 
ages that the messages specified are well structured, the mes- 
age fields (i.e. tags and attributes) have rigorous syntactic and 

emantic definitions and support better message expressivity 
 Lupu et al., 2016 ). 

A large number of popular IDSs (OSSEC, Barnyard2,
amhain, Surricata, ...) or SIEM-systems are using IDMEF. To 
nsure compatibility with those systems, Uncoupled MAC al- 
orithm is extended by an IDMEF module. The proprietary 
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Fig. 6 – Self-regulating sampling approach for Uncoupled MAC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

defined info/error/warning message is replaced with a stan-
dardized format allowing a central authority to handle and
manage security exceptions detected by Uncoupled MAC vi-
olations. Such violations have been discussed together with
possible attack vectors and errors around the application of
Uncoupled MAC in Heigl et al. (2016a) and are listed in the
following. 

• HMAC packet inconsistencies (Hash mismatch, HMACs are
not received, no HMAC for original packet, no feedback
HMAC packet, ...) 

• Sequence counter issues (Expected counter value is not
within the tolerance window or counter value occurs twice,
...) 

• Timestamp issues (Uncoupled MAC partners do not share
the same time base, timestamp in HMAC packets exceed
tolerance windows, ...) 

• Authentication issues (Authenticated boot fails, direct at-
testation not possible, verifying certificates fails, ...) 

• Connection issues (Direct, secure communication between
Uncoupled MAC partners or surveillance device is termi-
nated unexpectedly, a device does not report its active
state, ...) 

The support for IDMEF not only equips Uncoupled MAC
with an IDS capability but also allows the interoperability with
other IDSs allowing to find a consensus on alerts from vari-
ous incident detection sources on a standardized format. This
benefits the usage of alert analysis techniques not only on
the devices themselves but also on a central more intelligent
platform orchestrating different detection and reaction com-
ponents as shown in Fig. 1 for systems that can, according
to Vasilomanolakis et al. (2015) , be arranged distributed or
decentralized. 

4. Self-regulation algorithm 

An Uncoupled MAC self-regulation algorithm is proposed in
order to adjust the sampling parameters, the number of pack-
ets during a MAC Phase n and the duration of an Idle Phase
α, on-the-fly. This allows for a given percentage q 0 of packets
to be sampled/examined, which can be regarded as the ad-
justable security level, to increase or decrease the parameters
n and α. This depends on the number of detected incidents z D
during a MAC Phase caused by Uncoupled MAC violations with
respect to Section 3.5 and the number of unmeasured packets
p n during an Idle Phase. 
Fig. 6 shows a schematic control circuit illustrating the self-
regulation. The proposed mechanism might not only be ap-
plied for Uncoupled MAC but also for an IDS capable of sam-
pling. This self-regulation approach can be utilized for a rea-
sonable overhead and in the case of IDSs for a processable and
manageable amount of data while still adapting to the sys-
tems’ security state. 

According to the schematic from Fig. 6 , formulas and algo-
rithms for the Uncoupled MAC parameters n and α are derived
to obtain self-regulation. 

4.1. Number of packets n per MAC Phase 

In Eq. (1) the number of packets to be examined in the next
MAC Phase n [ k + 1] is calculated depending on the number of
packets of the current MAC Phase n [ k ], the scaled number of
packets identified by Uncoupled MAC detection ( z D [ k ]) and an
intermediate value q [ k ]. This value q [ k ] is responsible to keep
the percentage of examined packets on a predefined value of
q 0 depending on the number of unmeasured packets during
the Idle Phase p n [ k ] ( Eq. (2) ). The more packets are deemed as
faulty by the algorithm, the higher the number of packets to be
controlled in the next phase is set. However, if no Uncoupled
MAC violations occur, the percentage of packets to be exam-
ined retains its value of q 0 . 

n [ k + 1] = n [ k ] + n s · z D [ k ] + q [ k ] (1)

q [ k ] = 

(
q 0 −

n [ k ] 
n [ k ] + p n [ k ] 

)
· n [ k ] (2)

Where: 

n [ k + 1] : packets to check in the next MAC Phase 
n [ k ]: packets checked in the present phase 
n s : scale factor to set the impact of erroneous packets on

the next phase 
z D [ k ]: number of erroneous packets detected in the current

phase 
q [ k ]: percentage of packets to check in the next phase 
q 0 : desired percentage of packets to check 
p n [ k ]: packets not checked due to the Idle Phase. 

4.2. Waiting duration α in the Idle Phase 

In Eq. (3) the waiting duration α[ k + 1] for the next Idle Phase
is computed depending on a random value X r within fixed
boundaries [ αMIN , αMAX ] and the scaled number of packets
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Fig. 7 – Verification of the self-regulation formulas. 
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dentified by Uncoupled MAC detection ( z D [ k ]) of the current 
AC Phase. 

[ k + 1] = X r ∈ [ αMIN , αMAX ] − αs · z D [ k ] (3)

here: 

α[ k + 1] : duration of the next Idle Phase 
X r : random value in range X r = [ αMIN , αMAX ] calculated in 

each Idle Phase 
αs : scale factor to set the impact of erroneous packets on 

the next phase 
z D [ k ]: number of erroneous packets detected in the current 

phase. 

.3. Formula verification 

 simple formula verification implemented in the Python pro- 
ramming language shows the desired behavior of n [ k + 1] and 

[ k + 1] depending on a predefined percentage of 60% of pack- 
ts to be examined ( q 0 = 0 . 6 ). The scaling factors in this ex-
mple have been chosen to be n s = 0 . 3 and αs = 0 . 4 s . A total
umber of 1000 phases (MAC Phase + Idle Phase) have been 

xamined. X r is computed in each phase within the range of 
2 s , 3 s ]. Further, for each phase, a random number of unmea-
ured packets can be determined between the range [3,5]. As 
hown in Fig. 7 , two scenarios for detected packets (security 
ncidents) by Uncoupled MAC ( z D [ k ]) are considered at 1 

3 and 

2 
3 of the total of 1000 phases. At 1 

3 , a constant number of 4 
ackets was detected for 100 phases resulting in a clear in- 
rease of n [ k + 1] and a significant drop of α[ k + 1] . However,
fter no more packets were detected, the values for n and α

eveled off such that 60% of packets were examined again. At 
2 
3 , a steady increase of z D [ k ] shows clearly that more packets 
an be examined expressed by a steady increase of n and a 
horter Idle Phase through a smaller α value. Thus, in a net- 
ork having an increase on malicious activities more packets 

an be examined. It must be noted that Eqs. (1) and ( 3 ) showing
inear behavior regarding the term adjusted with z D . However,
n some cases, for instance when a faster adaption of n and α is 
esired, it might be necessary to consider non-linear behavior 
sing a non-linear function f ( z D ). 
.4. Algorithm notation 

n order to implement Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) that dictate the behav-
or of the self-regulation system for the number of packets to 
e examined during a MAC Phase, Algorithm 1 is proposed.

Algorithm 1: Calculation of n for the next phase k + 1 . 

Input: z D [ k ] , n [ k ] , p n [ k ] 
Output: n [ k + 1] 

Initialization : q [ k ] 
Constants : N MIN , N MAX , q 0 , z s 

1: q [ k ] ← q 0 − (n [ k ] / (n [ k ] + p n [ k ])) · n [ k ] 
2: if ( q [ k ] < 0 ) then 

3: q [ k ] ← 0 
4: end if
5: n [ k + 1] ← n [ k ] + z s · z D [ k ] + q [ k ] 
6: if ( n [ k + 1] < N MIN ) then 

7: n [ k + 1] ← N MIN 

8: else if ( n [ k + 1] > N MAX ) then 

9: n [ k + 1] ← N MAX 

10: end if
11: return n [ k + 1] 

n addition to the computation given by the equations above,
dditional mechanisms must be added to the algorithm. One 
echanism is to prevent n [ k+1] from falling below a threshold 

alue N MIN , ensuring that a minimum of packets is checked in 

ach phase. Complementary to this, an upper threshold N MAX 

ust be defined to prevent n [ k + 1] from reaching a too high
alue, producing excessive overhead. 

For the α value described in Eq. (3) , Algorithm 2 is proposed.

Algorithm 2: Calculation of α for the next phase k + 1 . 

Input: X r , z D [ k ] 
Output: α

Constants : αs , αMAX , αMIN 

1: α ← X r − αs · z D [ k ] 
2: if ( α < αMIN ) then 

3: α ← αMIN 

4: end if
5: if ( α > αMAX ) then 

6: α ← αMAX 

7: end if
8: return α

n addition to the computation given by Eq. (3) , two thresholds 
re added. These thresholds prevent α from reaching a value 
ess than αMIN or greater than αMAX . This ensures that α is al- 
ays a positive integer, not exceeding the specified Idle Phase 
uration value. 

. Evaluation 

he proposed self-regulation algorithm and the Uncoupled 

AC improvements have been added to the implementations 
resented in Heigl et al. (2016b) and extended in Heigl et al.

2016a) . The programming language is native C using the li- 
raries OpenSSL for key establishment and HMAC-SHA-256 
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Fig. 8 – Structure of the virtual evaluation environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

generation/verification in the MAC Phases, PF_RING in com-
bination with libpcap for packet processing and libprelude for
IDMEF support. The evaluation in this article deals with cus-
tomized attack scenarios in an environment targeted to ex-
ploit the weaknesses of Uncoupled MAC’s concept of Idle
Phases to show their impact on the detection capability by also
examining the trade-off of preserving resources. It is there-
fore no aim to compare the IDS functionality with other at-
tack detection mechanisms in this work since Uncoupled MAC
is a cryptographic scheme by nature and provides as a side
effect simple IDS functionality benefiting environments char-
acterized by resource constraints and static communication.
Especially a large network data diversity, not provided with
the evaluation environment, is a mandatory aspect to ap-
ply anomaly-based machine learning mechanisms in order to
properly learn the network behavior. 

5.1. Virtualized environment 

A virtualized environment is preferred compared to the Simu-
lation Assessment Model presented in Doerr et al. (2017) since
the simulation is an idealized model of the algorithm with
many constraints such as the neglection of bidirectional com-
munication. The virtualized environment behaves like an au-
thentic evaluation with real (embedded) devices since among
others the hardware and network resources and constraints
can be evaluated as well. For more flexibility in carrying
out exhausting measurements evaluating various scenarios
for trend estimation of Uncoupled MAC behavior, the self-
regulation algorithm might be implemented as an extension
for the Simulation Assessment Model in future work. 

The virtualized evaluation environment is implemented on
a virtual Proxmox platform for scalability and flexibility. All ma-
chines as well as the intermediary devices are virtual entities
on the same virtualization host as illustrated in Fig. 8 includ-
ing the associated hardware constraints. 

In order to evaluate both, the plug-in and integrated mode,
two Uncoupled MAC Devices and two Legacy Devices are used.
Testing in the integrated device mode having only commu-
nication between the Uncoupled MAC Devices each evalua-
tion ends up with the same results compared to the plug-
in mode in which the Uncoupled MAC Devices secure the
Legacy Device communication. To connect the Legacy Devices
with the Uncoupled MAC Devices, a simple virtual Proxmox-
internal bridge is sufficient. The Uncoupled MAC Devices are
connected via an Open vSwitch (OVS) to allow port-mirroring
and packet injection by the attacker, which is connected to the
same switch. 

In the following evaluations for plug-in and integrated
mode, the traffic between the Legacy Device (1) and (2) is se-
cured by the Uncoupled MAC Devices (1) and (2) and originates
from Legacy Device (1). For evaluation purposes, the Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is used in form of ICMP echo-
requests and corresponding replies. An Attacker Device is im-
personating Legacy Device (1) and is injecting packets to test
the Uncoupled MAC detection capability in different scenar-
ios. In addition to this, several conditions and test parameters
are defined: 

1. the interval between ICMP echo-requests is set to 500 ms
simulating a periodic communication 

2. the standard size for an ICMP echo-request and echo-reply
is used (98 bytes total length, 48 bytes payload) 

3. a maximum of 32 packets for n is checked per MAC Phase 
4. a minimum of 8 packets for n is checked per MAC Phase 
5. a maximum value of 50 (5 s) for α is determining the Idle

Phase maximum for the attack scenarios continuous and
stochastic, while α is set to 42 (4.2 s) as an Idle Phase max-
imum value for the single and burst injection attacks; the
details on each attack scenario are described in Section 5.2

6. a minimum value of 3 (300 ms) for α is determining the Idle
Phase minimum for all attack scenarios 

7. Uncoupled MAC Device (1) is set as the master, Uncoupled
MAC Device (2) as the slave 

8. the master device is responsible for HMAC verification, the
slave device is responsible for HMAC generation 

9. the Uncoupled MAC Devices are synchronized via the
PTP protocol, enabling precise start times for the MAC
Phases on both devices and accurate generation packet
timestamps. 

5.2. Attack scenarios 

Focus of the following customized attack scenarios is to ex-
ploit the Uncoupled MAC algorithm’s Idle Phase times in
order to inject spoofed data. In those phases no packet au-
thenticity and integrity checks are performed. Since any other
attack type (modification, replay or man-in-the-middle) as
discussed in Heigl et al. (2016a) would also be detected due
to Uncoupled MAC violations ( Section 3.5 ), only variations of
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Fig. 9 – Attacker bandwidth measurement and injected 

packets in detected bandwidth lows. 
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acket injection attacks are defined to simulate different ad- 
ersary skill levels. In order to evaluate the reliability of detec- 
ion and the benefits of the self-regulated version of Uncou- 
led MAC compared to the non-self-regulated one, the follow- 

ng scenarios are specified: 

1. Continuous injection – a single packet is injected in fixed in- 
tervals. 

2. Stochastic injection – a random number of packets in a spe- 
cific range is injected at random intervals with a fixed min- 
imum and maximum time between injections. 

3. Bandwidth low injection – one (single) or multiple (burst) 
packets are injected after a bandwidth low is detected in- 
dicating an Idle Phase. 

4. Weak spot injection – a single packet is injected immediately 
after the Regulation Packet is sent out by the master and 

detected by the attacker. 

For single and burst bandwidth low injection an intelligent 
dversary might monitor the cycle of MAC Phases and Idle 
hases and learns the average bandwidth overhead in order 
o inject packets after a bandwidth low is detected indicat- 
ng an Idle Phase. One could say that an attacker who would 

e able to only monitor the actual network traffic produced 

y Uncoupled MAC, e.g. by monitoring Uncoupled MAC’s port 
umber, would be able to inject packets without measuring 
he bandwidth. He would though be able to see when no gen- 
ration and verification packets are exchanged indicating an 

dle Phase (if no heartbeat messages are applied) but could 

ot determine an actual trigger value because of Uncoupled 

AC’s random parameters n and α. Thus, a learning phase by 
 bandwidth measurement over multiple phases is necessary 
n order to gain a dedicated trigger value for injection. It must 
e noted that these scenarios are rather theoretical since in a 
ealistic network environment more than two parties commu- 
icate resulting in an even higher bandwidth utilization with 

uctuations such that it might not be possible to determine 
he actual bandwidth overhead by Uncoupled MAC in order to 
etect the Idle Phases through bandwidth lows. 

Weak spot injection assumes that an attacker is able to 
dentify the regulation packet on the network data. However,
s stated in Heigl et al. (2016a) , Uncoupled MAC communi- 
ation is transferred over a secure encrypted channel with 

pplied heartbeat messages. Thus, on the one side the com- 
unication overhead increases but leaves no possibility that 

n attacker is able to distinguish a regulation packet from a 
eartbeat message. Since these features are complementary 
epending on the desired security level and possible overhead,
he evaluation deals with a lightweight version not consider- 
ng applied heartbeat messages. 

.3. Attacker implementation 

he attack scenarios are implemented using Python-based 

cripts. For continuous injection, the script is used to inject 
ackets at an interval of two seconds between injections. The 
tochastic injection sends a random count of attacker packets 
 packets = [ a min , a max ] at random times �t random 

= [�t min , �t max ] .
oth scenarios could also represent a non-malicious behavior 
or instance when a network participant acts as a so called 
babbling idiot” in sending out continuous or stochastic pack- 
ts as a result of a malfunction. The latency of the attacker 
cript must also be considered in the evaluation of the con- 
inuous and stochastic attacks. If, for example, the script is 
tarted during a MAC Phase, the first injection may take place 
n the Idle Phase, resulting in a low detection rate for the 
rst phase. On the other hand, if the script is started in an

dle Phase, a high detection rate might be achieved for the first 
hase. This non-deterministic behavior of the attacker pro- 
ram results from first constructing the attacker packet at the 
tart of the script and the delay introduced by the sockets. 

For the bandwidth low injection, an intelligent attacker 
rogram is developed. This intelligent attacker program first 
niffs 120 packets passed between the two Uncoupled MAC 

artners in a learning phase. During this phase, bandwidth 

ata are computed and stored, which is then assessed in the 
rocessing phase. This phase yields mean values for the up- 
er, lower and middle bandwidth. The mean values can then 

e used in the attack phase, in which the bandwidth is contin- 
ously measured using a sampling rate of 10 ms. Then pack- 
ts are injected either in single (a single packet) or burst mode 
e.g. three packets) each time a bandwidth low is reached. The 
andwidth low marks the start of an Idle Phase for the at- 
acker, thus leaving a confined time window for an attack. An 

xample bandwidth measurement of the attacker in an arbi- 
rary attack phase with injected packets when a bandwidth 

ow is detected is shown in Fig. 9 . 

.4. Evaluation metrics 

or the evaluation of IDSs, especially for the problem of sta- 
istical classification, different characteristic values are used.
ne of the most important notations is to use the param- 
ters derived from the Confusion Matrix ( Table 1 ) as stated 

mong other literature in Kumar (2014) . This specific table al- 
ows the representation of the performance of an algorithm,
ypically used for machine learning but in this context used 

o build a bridge towards Uncoupled MAC’s incident detection 

unctionality. 
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Table 1 – Confusion matrix for IDS evaluation. 

Actual non-anomaly Actual anomaly 

Predicted 
non-anomaly 

True negative (TN) False negative (FN) 

Predicted anomaly False positive (FP) True positive (TP) 

Fig. 10 – Confusion matrix parameters for some Uncoupled 

MAC Phase k . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 – Detection rate – continuous packet injection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where: 

TP: intrusion/anomaly classified as an intrusion/anomaly 
FP: normal event/behavior classified as an intrusion/

anomaly 
TN: normal event/behavior classified as a normal event/

behavior 
FN: intrusion/anomaly classified as a normal event/

behavior. 

From the parameters of Table 1 , formulas for the compu-
tation of many other characteristic values (sensitivity, speci-
ficity, accuracy, etc.) can be derived. For Uncoupled MAC, the
following assumptions can be made: Due to the nature of MAC
generation and verification in a MAC Phase, no false positives
can be obtained (FP = 0) since modified or injected packets can
certainly be detected to be true positives. Unexamined pack-
ets within the Idle Phase will either yield true negatives in the
case of non-malicious packets or false negatives in the other
case. The possible conditions for Uncoupled MAC in an arbi-
trary phase are shown in the example of Fig. 10 . 

The quantity used to measure the efficiency of an algo-
rithm’s self-regulation and non-self-regulation is the detec-
tion rate since it is according to Xia et al. (2016) the most im-
portant metric for an IDS. For Uncoupled MAC evaluation it is
defined as the percentual value of the number of injected at-
tacker packets versus the number of these packets detected
by the Uncoupled MAC algorithm. The detection rate (DR) de-
scribed in percent corresponds to the true positive rate (TPR)
or sensitivity derived from the Confusion Matrix which can be
computed according to Eq. (4) . In the example from Fig. 10 , for
some phase k , T P = z D [ k ] equals 2 and F N = 1 yields a detec-
tion rate DR = T PR = 

2 
2+1 = 67% . 

T PR = 

T P 
T P + F N 

(4)

6. Measurement results 

The results from measurements, taken within the evaluation
environments while multiple attack scenarios are executed,
are described in the following sections. The values for non-
self-regulation are set such that comparable to self-regulation
approximately ( q 0 × 100)% of packets are examined by default.

6.1. Continuous injection 

As described in Section 5.2 , a continuous attack is carried out
on both the self-regulation and the non-self-regulation algo-
rithm. In this attack mode, a single attacker packet z D is in-
jected into the network in fixed intervals of two seconds. The
scenario has been carried out ten times for each algorithm
over a total of 30 MAC Phases. The mean values for the de-
tection rates are calculated for both the non-self-regulation
algorithm and the self-regulation algorithm with the follow-
ing set of parameters for self-regulation: n s = 1 . 30 , αs = 2 . 0 ,
q 0 = 0 . 75 . 

While the non-self-regulation version of Uncoupled MAC
performs poorly in this scenario, the self-regulation version
produces a significantly higher mean detection rate ( Fig. 11 ).
By adjusting the Uncoupled MAC parameters n and α, the de-
tection rate increases over runtime due to the increase of n
and average decrease of α following an exponential approx-
imation curve for self-regulation. However, both algorithms
would reliably detect an attacker or a malfunctioning device
acting as a “babbling idiot”. 

6.2. Stochastic injection 

In this attack scenario the attacker sets a minimum and a
maximum of packets z i to inject. For this test, the interval
z i ∈ [1; 4] was chosen. Further, a minimum and maximum for
the time between injections t i (in seconds) needs to be fixed,
which in this case is set to the interval t i ∈ [0.5; 10]. A number
of packets to inject ( z i ) and a wait time ( t i ) are selected ran-
domly from the respective interval. The attack is carried out
10 times over 30 phases with the following parameters chosen
for the self-regulation algorithm: n s = 0 . 80 , αs = 2 . 0 , q 0 = 0 . 75 .

The mean values for the detection rates are calculated for
both the non-self-regulation algorithm and the self-regulation
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Fig. 12 – Detection rate – stochastic attack mode. 
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Fig. 13 – Packet detection per phase – single attack mode. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 14 – Packet detection per phase – burst attack mode. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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lgorithm and illustrated in Fig. 12 . Compared to the con- 
inuous injection, the average detection rate is smaller due 
o a greater difficulty to detect random injection. Further,
he fluctuation expressed by the curve is greater because of 
he mean computation of multiple stochastic measurements.
owever, again the self-regulation performs better than non- 

elf-regulation. 

.3. Bandwidth low injection 

 more sophisticated attack scenario compared to the con- 
inuous or stochastic injection is the exploitation of the Idle 
hase by measuring the typical MAC Phase and Idle Phase pe- 
iod and injecting packets when a bandwidth low represent- 
ng an Idle Phase is detected. Two subscenarios are performed.
ne in which only a single packet is injected by an attacker 
nd a second in which more information is transferred in form 

f multiple injected packets. 

.3.1. Single injection 

ig. 13 depicts the results of an attack carried out over a time 
eriod of 300 s for both variants of the Uncoupled MAC al- 
orithm. The chart shows the duty-cycle of Uncoupled MAC,
lternating between MAC and Idle Phases. The packets that 
re detected by Uncoupled MAC are shown in green, the pack- 
ts that were not detected are shown in red. While the non- 
elf-regulation algorithm does not exceed a detection rate of 
0%, the self-regulation algorithm detects about 50% of the 
ttacker packets on average. When an attacker packet is de- 
ected by the self-regulation algorithm, the duration of the Idle 
hase ( α) is reduced and the number of packets to be checked 

s increased ( n ) as described in Section 4 . Due to this behav-
or, the margin for packet injection is also reduced, resulting 
n fewer possibilities for an attack, while the detection rate 
f Uncoupled MAC increases. For this scenario the following 
arameters where chosen for the self-regulation algorithm: 
 s = 18 . 0 , αs = 25 . 0 , q 0 = 0 . 75 . By choosing stricter param-
ters, the impact of a single attacker packet on the result- 
ng behavior is greater than with the scenarios described in 

ections 6.1 and 6.2 , resulting in a faster reaction compared to 
 detected injection in the continuous and stochastic attack 
cenarios. 

.3.2. Burst injection 

ig. 14 depicts the results of an attack carried out over a time
eriod of 300 s for both variants of the Uncoupled MAC al- 
orithm. The chart shows again the duty-cycle of Uncoupled 

AC, alternating between MAC and Idle Phases when three 
ackets are injected per bandwidth low. The detected pack- 
ts are shown in green, the undetected packets in red. Again 

he margin for the attacker program is reduced by the self- 
egulation algorithm. In this scenario the number of attacker 
ackets introduced to the test network is greater than with 

he single injection scenario, making the limitation of the 
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Fig. 15 – Detection rate – weak spot injection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16 – Bandwidth overhead in presence of an attacker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

attacker scope more distinct. While 72 packets are injected
with the non-self-regulation algorithm having a detection rate
of approximately 47%, only 21 packets are injected for the self-
regulation variant (detection rate of approximately 62%), due
to the fact that the self-regulation variant dynamically adjusts
its behavior with respect to the attacker packets detected. In
this scenario, the same parameters as with the single injection
were selected for the self-regulation algorithm, again with the
aim to maximize the detection rate after an attack was regis-
tered as fast as possible. 

6.4. Weak spot injection 

As described in Section 3.3 , the ideal offset t off to start a new
MAC Phase initiated by the master in sending a Regulation
Packet to the slave is 1 

2 × RT T . However, in a practical im-
plementation when referring to Fig. 5 , t off must include de-
viations for instance due to network jitter, processing delays
for transmitting and receiving the Regulation Packet or de-
lays considering the timestamp and t off generation. Therefore
it must be typically larger than 

1 
2 × RT T . Even if according to

the concept the exchanged Uncoupled MAC information is en-
crypted and thus an attacker cannot identify the Regulation
Packet directly, in this evaluation he might be able to exploit
the small time window after an Idle Phase ends until a new
synchronized MAC Phase starts (weak spot) to inject a mali-
cious packet. 

The injection of a single packet of the intelligent attacker
described in Section 5.2 is triggered immediately after iden-
tifying a Regulation Packet for a total number of 15 phases.
Due to the fact that the t off value is implemented in both algo-
rithms with and without self-regulation in an identical way,
and independent of the calculation of n and α values, the
stated facts concern both algorithms likewise. The detection
rate of Uncoupled MAC for changing integer multiples of the
RTT is illustrated in Fig. 15 for Uncoupled MAC with applied
self-regulation. The average RTT in this scenario derived uti-
lizing the ping tool is 0.804 ms. The greater the value for t off , the
less malicious packets are detected. For a practical implemen-
tation of Uncoupled MAC, thus, values for t off ∈ [1; 5[ × RTT are
recommended for this scenario in order to mitigate weak spot
injection. However, even a large value for t off of approximately
75 × RTT would still detect attacker packets under the set con-
ditions. The graph states further the estimated detection rate
in network environments in which the Regulation Packet is
delayed for instance due to overloaded network switches up
to a maximum of 100 × RTT when applying self-regulated Un-
coupled MAC. 

6.5. Uncoupled MAC overhead 

In this section two of the aforementioned disadvantages of
Uncoupled MAC are addressed. On the one side the additional
network utilization is measured including the presence of an
attacker and on the other side the overhead on resources
based on a CPU and memory measurement required to per-
form the Uncoupled MAC algorithm. 

6.5.1. Network utilization 

Uncoupled MAC and especially self-regulation increases the
overhead of network utilization in presence of an attacker
since its parameters are dynamically adjusted due to the de-
tection of the mechanisms’ violations. In order to show the
impact of different attacker behavior on the network over-
head, the continuous injection was modified such that the
interval between each single packet injection is decreased
over runtime simulating an increasing attacker load. Fig. 16
is illustrating this scenario for an Uncoupled MAC setting of
n s = 1 . 30 , αs = 2 . 0 , q 0 = 0 . 75 , an underlying basic ICMP traf-
fic with a total packet size of 1008 bytes and an attacker that
injects packets after approximately 20 s. The range of injec-
tion is [2, 0.25] in seconds having a decreasing interval of 0.05.
The attack is carried out 10 times showing the averaged curves
in Fig. 16 . Until approximately 20 s no attacker packets are in-
jected resulting in an overhead of 8%. After approximately 20 s
the injected attacker packets lead to a steady increase of the
total ICMP bandwidth. However, even if Uncoupled MAC de-
tects the injected attacker packets and adjust its n and α val-
ues, the overhead stays about the same with a slight increase
to 9%. The reason for this are the random MAC and Idle Phases
that interfere for the averaged 10 attack measurements. In a
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Fig. 17 – CPU (left) and memory (right) utilization of the Uncoupled MAC process. 
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eal network environment the overhead by Uncoupled MAC 

ncluding self-regulation would therefore remain nearly con- 
tant when considering the mean bandwidth utilization. 

It must be noted that the overhead of Uncoupled MAC,
ven when an attacker is present, depends on two factors.
ne impact is the security configuration of Uncoupled MAC 

or instance whether using additional feedback messages or 
ot which would increase or decrease the overhead. For the 
etwork utilization measurement no feedback messages are 
onsidered. On the other side the packet size of the under- 
ying protocol to be secured plays a major role. Independent 
f this size, the size of Uncoupled MAC generation packets 

s fixed, mainly characterized by the 256-bit HMAC. The per- 
entual Uncoupled MAC overhead would therefore increase 
or a minor basic packet size. 

.5.2. CPU and memory utilization 

DSs, especially complex machine learning based anomaly 
etection algorithms, demand expensive resources ( García- 
eodoro et al., 2009 ). Due to the nature of Uncoupled MAC, a 
ertain resource consumption overhead is present when ver- 
fying the integrity and authenticity of a specified q 0 percent 
f packets. Fig. 17 shows the CPU (left plot) and memory (right 
lot) utilization of the self-regulated Uncoupled MAC process 
ith q 0 = 0 . 75 carried out on the Uncoupled MAC Device (1)

pplying the psrecord and the Massif (Valgrind) tool. In partic- 
lar, the memory utilization is split into the heap and stack 
tilization. 

The figure covers the Setup Phase with the key agreement,
ne Idle Phase and one MAC Phase in generation mode for the 
ncoupled MAC master. The Setup Phase in the current im- 
lementation is quite CPU consuming but needs to be done 
nly once for each Uncoupled MAC connection setup ( ≈ 0–
 s). This phase also results in fluctuations of the heap and 

tack memory. After the Setup Phase, a thread is created per- 
orming the HMAC generation and verification which results 
n a constant heap and stack memory utilization of approx- 
mately 8.45 kB (heap) and 5.14 kB (stack) for all subsequent 
dle and MAC Phases. The Idle Phases do not demand any CPU 

oad since the master’s process suspends for a random time 
epending on the value of α ( ≈ 2–10.5 s). In the experiment af- 
er approximately 10.5 s the MAC Phase starts showing minor 
eaks for each computed HMAC. The CPU overhead produced 

y Uncoupled MAC even during MAC Phases is, however, de- 
ent with only approximately 10% on average. 

. Conclusions and future work 

n this work Uncoupled MAC has been presented as a 
rotection-based security technique improved and extended 

o work as a detection-based method as well. By the sampling 
pproach having MAC Phases and Idle Phases, a certain se- 
urity level can be adjusted with a balanced overhead on re- 
ource consumption and network utilization. The proposed 

elf-regulation mode examines a specifiable amount of pack- 
ts in network environments with security incidents happen- 
ng over the average runtime. However, the more malicious ac- 
ivities are detected, the more active Uncoupled MAC becomes 
howing behavior of a partial working IDS component. Apply- 
ng self-regulation, malicious actions can be detected quite 
ast and reliably compared to classical Uncoupled MAC. 

Securing layer-2 protocols is either complex to implement 
r popular IDS solutions do not cover data link layer detec- 
ion. Having a layer-2 support and the functionality to work in- 
egrated in devices, Uncoupled MAC enables completely new 

elds of applications in a holistic approach. As a combination 

f a protection- and detection-based method it can be applied 

s retrofitted security add-on in dedicated embedded plug- 
n devices or as a software application running transparently 
n the background on end-devices or network elements while 
tilizing tolerable resource consumption over the average run- 
ime. 

The concept of self-regulation shall be extended to other 
DS systems performing sampling in future research work and 

 more intelligent interaction, for instance by applying alert 
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analysis techniques. The basis by extending Uncoupled MAC
with IDMEF is given for this. An even more intelligent sam-
pling mechanism based on a combination of statistics, local,
global and feedback from an IDS cluster as proposed in Xia
et al. (2016) could be added to the self-regulation in order to
further improve the interworking of detection and protection
approaches with resource conservation. 

Since Uncoupled MAC, as a cryptographic scheme by na-
ture, is only a possibility for incident detection providing ba-
sic IDS functionality, it might be of interest to compare it with
other attack detection mechanisms by examining the trade-
off between detection capability and resource consumption.
Part of further work is therefore to set up an appropriate eval-
uation environment, e.g. Rezvani (2018) and Zieglmeier et al.
(2018) , with, among others, a larger protocol and network data
diversity in order to properly train the models for anomaly-
based machine learning algorithms, for instance Loda ( Pevný,
2016 ), and integrating known attack scenarios such that also
misuse-based IDS can be compared. 

Especially targeted towards future-orientated IoT-enabled
applications, Uncoupled MAC shall be implemented in an
even more lightweight variant applying for instance the
lightweight MAC Chaskey ( Mouha et al., 2014 ) or LMAC
( Chowdhury and DasBit, 2015 ) for MAC generation and ver-
ification together with the MQTT protocol for lightweight
Uncoupled MAC partner communication. By using a more
lightweight MAC function, the additional overhead not only
from a CPU but also from a memory point of view can be re-
duced. From the bandwidth utilization perspective, using for
instance LMAC, can decrease the load by using the 64-bit di-
gest instead of the 256-bit HMAC mainly determining the gen-
eration’s message size. 
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